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a b s t r a c t

Internet-delivered Psychological Treatment (IDPT) has been shown to be an effective method for
improving psychological disorders. Natural language processing (NLP) requires an appropriate set of
linguistic features for word representation and emotion segmentation. For psychological applications,
models must be trained on extensive and diverse datasets to achieve expert-level performance.
Labeling psychological texts authorized by patients is challenging because emotional biases can lead to
incorrect segmentation of emotions and labeling emotional data is time consuming. In this paper, we
propose an assistance tool for psychologists to explore the emotional aspects of mentally ill individuals.
We first use an NLP-based method to create emotional lexicon embeddings, and then apply attention-
based deep clustering. The learned representation is then used to visualize the emotional aspect of
the text authorized by patients. We expand the patient authored text using synonymous semantic
expansion. A latent semantic representation based on context is clustered using EANDC, which is a
Explainable Attention Network-based Deep adaptive Clustering model. We use similarity metrics to
select a subset of the text and then improve the explainability of learning using a curriculum-based
optimization method. The experimental results show that synonym expansion based on the emotion
lexicon increases accuracy without affecting the results. The attention method with bidirectional LSTM
architecture achieved 0.81 ROC in a blind test. The self-learning based embedding then visualizes
the weighted attention words and helps the psychiatrist to improve his explanatory power of the
qualitative match for clinical notes and the remedy. The method helps in labeling text and improves
the recognition rate of symptoms of mental disorders.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

As the use of technology grows [1–4], not only does it assist
n a new frontier in mental health support and data collection
i.e., mobile phone, tablets, sensors and IoTs) but also creates
erious mental illness for young adults [5]. The World Health
rganization (WHO)1 reports that impaired mental health is a
orldwide problem. Increases and decreases in lockdown due
o pandemics affect mental rather than physical health. Social
solation, low interaction at work and in education exacerbate
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RIVASTAVAG@brandonu.ca (G. Srivastava), yunei@sejong.ac.kr (U. Yun),
errylin@ieee.org (J.C.-W. Lin).
1 https://www.who.int/teams/mental-health-and-substance-use/mental-
ealth-and-covid-19.
ttps://doi.org/10.1016/j.future.2021.12.008
167-739X/© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access a
mental health conditions. Frontline health workers also suffer
from anxiety and depression due to family isolation, lack of
protective equipment, stressful work environments, and social
isolation. Depression and anxiety are emotions that describe a
person’s mental state. The diverse information comes from the
extensive and growing literature. However, due to conflicting
reports, it remains difficult to find out useful and up-to-date
information on the treatments of these conditions [6].

A mental disorder is the result of a series of events that has
occurred in the recent past of an individual and that may be
triggered by a single immediate subject or event [7]. Recognizing
the cause of the triggered emotion is still a challenging task [8].
The person may recognize vital signs and seek assistance from
medical professionals. With the growing data hub of social media
and Internet forums, individuals can connect and share their
suffering anonymously online [9]. Sharing personal opinions often
leads to an exposed situation [7,10]. Preventing and recognizing
rticle under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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uch incidents through the texts can help in timely mediation and
ommunity welfare [11].
Depression is one of the most prevalent mental disorders

orldwide, affecting approximately 264 million people [12]. Un-
reated depression has more severe consequences [13]. With over
00,000 people dying by suicide, depression is the second leading
ause of death among 15 to 29-year-olds. In middle- and low-
ncome countries, mental disorders that lead to social or personal
roblems are not treated regularly. Other problems include in-
ccurate assessment, lack of trained health care providers, and
motional bias associated with mental disorders [12]. Due to fear
nd shame of physiological treatment, people try to avoid medical
reatment and medical advice [10]. For this reason, many patients
void or do not admit to having mental illness.
Because of the resulting isolation, such as a pandemic quar-

ntine, the health care system faces global challenges in pre-
enting and treating mental health problems. The health care
ystem is under financial and technical pressure to develop an
daptive system that enables online interventions. With fewer
esources, Internet-delivered Psychological Treatment (IDPT) is
elping to improve mental and physical problems of large pop-
lations [14]. The tunnel-based method is one of the existing
olutions. However, it is inflexible and cannot be explained [7].
Interventions based on user adoption can lead to positive

utcomes. Individual user behavior analysis can help the inter-
ention system make personalized decisions. Behavioral analysis
ncludes user’s preferences, interests, social environment, and
ental health symptoms [7]. This study aims to extract mental
ealth symptoms from the text authorized by a patient based on
he depression vital signs. In this work, we use the latent rep-
esentation method to create an emotional embedding and then
se this embedding to cluster the emptied texts based on deep
ttention-based clustering. Communication is the primary source
or addressing mental state and emotional well-being. The patient
omposed a text that contained many important emotional signs
hat drew his attention to the triggering vital signs.

This paper addresses data labeling tasks in the extraction of
epression-based emotional vital signs for mental health inter-
entions. In particular, we have the following contributions:

1. We focus on these vital emotional signs to extract mean-
ingful and contextual information, and then visualize it so
psychologists can suggest preventive measures.

2. We used the concept lexicon construction, which expands
the synonym based on the context in which it appears, and
then uses this lexicon as a latent representation.

3. The learned representation is used to train and cluster the
input text based on the attention-based method. The final
embedding is used to visualize the emotional vital signs.
The method works in batch and each batch is controlled
using the curriculum learning method.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
iscusses related work. Section 3 describes the methodology, data
ollection tasks, and model training. Section 4 reports the results.
uture work is discussed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes
he paper with some closing remarks.

. Related work

There are several attempts to detect depression using online
ntervention. This section addresses the existing method in this
egard.

The Item Response Theory (IRT) method aims to extract de-
ression symptoms and improve precision [15]. User intervention
ased on behavioral adaptation is achieved by using an adap-
ive questionnaire. The linked questionnaire selects the following
107
most appropriate questions based on the previously answered
questions. The adaptive questions help to understand the char-
acteristics of the users and improve the precision in applying the
remedial measure.

Dinakar et al. [16] analyzed the young community and pro-
posed a stacked generalization modeling approach to analyze the
online community. The method trained the ensemble classifier
using the support vector machine model with SVM and stochastic
gradient boosted decision trees (GBDT). The text is then catego-
rized into 23 topics. Unigrams, bigrams, part-of-speech bigrams,
and TF-IDF filters were used to extract the features. The stacking
base classifier is then used to predict the output. The model
evaluated the 7,147 personal stories on a popular teenage help
website [16]. However, this data-driven deep learning (D-DL) is
considered to be the technique that offers a clear advantage over
previous techniques such as feature engineering because it gen-
eralizes the data and better accounts for sequence-to-sequence
association, which is lacking in unigram and bigram models.
Feature engineering makes modeling complex and depends on
the domain. D-DL provides solutions without ambiguity to the
problems.

Choudhury et al. [17] examined adolescent behavior in social
forums. The model recognizes the depression potential of people.
They obtained data for the labeling tasks from Amazon Mechan-
ical Turk2. They used the questionnaire-based method to extract
the user behavior responses and then analyzed the social media
feed to stduy the relationship between the responses. Learning
features were then modeled based on the extracted features.
The learning method was tested on the geographically located
Twitter data from the United States and found to have a strong
correlation.

Another method based on the Twitter feed is also presented
and discussed [18]. The text feed is called depression, bipolar
disorder, and seasonal affective disorder. The Linguistic Inquiry
Word Count (LIWC) detects a deviation in each disorder and
groups them accordingly. The method analyzes the character oc-
currences based on their order to control the response. Then, the
classifier can distinguish the groups. The Twitter feed of the group
is analyzed to find the correlation between the class distribution
of each group [19]. Lin et al. [20] used the four-layer network
to compare the analysis of microblogs with traditional statistical-
based classifiers such as Random Forest, SVM, Naïve Bayes. They
analyze the pooling methods such as max-pooling, mean-over-
instance, and mean-over-time. The best method for the DNN was
mean-over-time pooling, among others.

A high-dimensional feature representation helps the neural
network learn the unique representation [7]. The learning net-
work uses the latent space to perform each task. The proposed
network uses the averaging method to compute the inputs of the
previous layer and the weights. The last layer of the network rep-
resents a non-linear activation function [21]. The hidden feature
representation helps in predictive analysis. Proper selection of the
hidden layer and hyperparameters also helps in storing complex
problems [22]. In NLP domains [23–26], many algorithms were
presented and a recurrent neural network (RNN) architecture was
proposed by incorporating the word embedding method [27].
The encoder and decoder models encode the word sequence and
decode it into a fixed-length vector representation. The gated
method helps to reduce the loss function. The fixed-length vector
loses information through vector compression based on the input
features [22].

In [28], the authors used the Latent Dirichlet Allocation model
to extract the themes. Based on the extracted themes, a compre-
hensive understanding of the emotion is then created. In another

2 https://www.mturk.com/
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ork, Glove Embedding is used to detect negative psychological
motions such as addiction, anxiety, depression, insomnia, stress,
nd obsessive cleansing disorder (OCD) [29]. Long-term text de-
endence is examined at the document level. A Bayesian network
ith fuzzy logic can also be used for dimensionality reduction and
rajectory analysis [30].

The attention mechanism uses the alignment technique to
mprove the RNN encoder and decoder model. The values of
eighbor features affect the sequence compared to multi-hop
equences [22]. The attention method applies a certain weight to
elected inputs. The selection of inputs and their position helps
he decoder to obtain the appropriate weights of the context
ector for the higher feature representation. Then, the model
s optimized using the RNN weight optimization method. The
earned attention vector contributes to better context and feature
epresentation [31]. The soft attention, hard attention, and global
ttention methods are proposed for the attention mechanism.
he soft attention reduces the contextual information [9]. It also
pplies the averaging technique to learn the hidden feature repre-
entations. In hard attention, Xu et al. used the sampling method
o calculate the context vector [32]. For local and global attention,
he intermediate version of soft and hard [33] was used. Each
ttention point is selected from the stack of inputs and then the
rediction function for the position of the attention point is used.
he method helps to improve the domain-specific data.
Ahmed et al. used symptom extraction by attention-based

odels. The semi-supervised learning method improves by using
he active learning model [9]. The method was trained with the
ctive learning model and then used the visualized model to
mprove the accuracy over the baseline method. The method
utomatically learns from the texts authorized by the patients for
sychoeducational exercises.

. Explainable attention network based deep adaptive cluster-
ng (EANDC)

We used the emotion lexicon-based embedding in the de-
ression symptom recognition model. The architecture is shown
n Fig. 1, where we used the cosine similarity distance measure
o evaluate the PHQ-9 symptom score. The lexicon extends its
nowledge by using the word vector model. We explain the
etails of the Explainable attention network based deep adaptive
lustering (EANDC) model as follows. An anonymous user text is
entioned below [7].

I had a Psychotic Break and have been super depressed ever
since... one of my biggest worries is if I will ever be able to get
back to work ... it been 6 months already, and I find the prospect
of getting back to work terrifying... I’m afraid I’m so fragile now
that I will not be able to take the long hours of work 9-6 again...
has anyone been like this? Please help.

.1. Psychometric questionnaires (PQ)

The psychiatrist’s method uses ICD103 classification. The an-
wering based on standard questions helps the psychiatrist to
uggest the supported diagnostic reliability according to patient’s
ental problems. The questionnaire includes the frequency of
elected vital signs and then the rating is based on the frequency
alue using the predefined threshold. Each symptom is classi-
ied into mild, moderate, or severe conditions, which is called
linical Symptom Elicitation Process (CSEP)4. We automate the

process by first enriching the cadaver’s knowledge with new

3 https://www.who.int/classifications/icd/en/GRNBOOK.pdf
4 https://www.who.int/classifications/icd/en/GRNBOOK.pdf
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words and then using the embedding when training the Deep
Attention-based clustering method. The category of the symptom
and its frequency are calculated to assign the score for the patient
ratings.

The PHQ-9 method extracts the behavior types used in the
DSM-V5. All nine symptoms are categorized as disorders, i.e.,
sleep, interest, eating, or social problems, as mentioned in Table 1
and sample document6. The scoring of the questions helps to clas-
sify the patient. During preprocessing, each term is lowercased,
the non-meaningful full symbols (#, +, -, *, =, HTTP, HTTPS) are
removed, slang or text-based words are converted to total words.

3.2. Word embedding using emotional lexicon

Knowledge-based emotional systems have not been well stud-
ied in the literature. In this work, we used the word sense lexicon
to guide contextual embedding. The word sense lexicon is based
on emotional knowledge extracted from an online forum. The
word token in the patient text consists of a 300-dimensional pre-
trained model called the global vector for word representation
(Glove) [34]. The structural embedding of the sentence is trained
using the concept of semantic composition and the hypothesis
[35]. The frequency of co-occurrence of the vectorized words is
calculated based on linguistic patterns. The unique word with
fixed vector representation is the output of the model. In general,
the pre-trained model performs better on the proposed task.
However, they lack emotional analysis. Therefore, we extend the
emotion semantics of words by extracting words using transfer
learning. Since most of the models are based on the open-source
data, i.e. (Wikipedia texts), and sentiment knowledge (Twitter
data), the happy and sad showed the emotions of feelings. How-
ever, both words represent different mental orders. Therefore, its
word lexicon is expanded based on the patient’s authored texts.
For the classification of documents, some preliminary definitions
are discussed next.

Definition 3.1 (Corpus). A corpus D consists of the set of texts,
= {t1, t2, . . . , tn}.

efinition 3.2 (Emotion Set). It is used to extract synonyms,
ntonyms, hypernyms, and the physical meaning for each ex-
racted part of speech. A sentiment word consists of the set W =
w1, w2, . . . , wK } for each document.

efinition 3.3 (Vocabulary Set). The vocabulary is built using the
set used to train the model. The resulting embedding is the

earned vector V , i.e., V = {v1, v2, . . . , vm} ∈ Rm×δ where δ is
he dimension of the word vector.

Referring to our earlier work [9], in this designed model, we
irst extract the part of speech, i.e., the (noun, verb, adverb and
djective). Then, we extract the synonyms using the WordNet .
he synonyms include antonyms, hypernyms, and the physical
eaning for each extracted part of speech after we obtain the
omain-specific context corpus (Algorithm 1, Lines 8 to 10). We
hen build the vocabulary using the word set. The latent rep-
esentation is then built using the attention-based bidirectional
STM. Using the vector averaging technique, we obtain the final
entence embedding. The vector representation is the emotional
ord representation. Using the trained embedding, we cluster the
ymptom-based on its similarity with the PHQ-9 questionnaire
exicons. The embedding of the questionnaire and input text are
sed to calculate the similarity, and then the label is assigned.

5 https://www.psychiatry.org/psychiatrists/practice/dsm
6 https://www.uspreventiveservicestaskforce.org/Home/GetFileByID/218

https://www.who.int/classifications/icd/en/GRNBOOK.pdf
https://www.who.int/classifications/icd/en/GRNBOOK.pdf
https://www.psychiatry.org/psychiatrists/practice/dsm
https://www.uspreventiveservicestaskforce.org/Home/GetFileByID/218
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Fig. 1. A flowchart of training and adaptation using attention-based domain adoption. The similarity of visualization and symptoms is suggested to the psychiatrist
o take notes and suggest remedies for specific symptoms to the patient.
able 1
HQ-9 questionnaire and seed terms for each symptoms.
Symptoms PHQ-9 Seed terms

S1 Little interest or pleasure in doing things Interest
S2 Felling down depressed or hopeless Feeling, depressed, hopeless
S3 Trouble falling or staying asleep or sleeping too much Sleep, asleep
S4 Feeling tired or having little energy Tired, energy
S5 Poor appetite or over eating Appetite, overeating
S6 Feeling bad about yourself or that you are a failure or have let yourself or your family down Failure, family
S7 Trouble concentrating on things such as reading the newspaper or watching television Concentration, reading, watching
S8 Moving or speaking so slowly that other people could have noticed or the opposite

being or restless that you have been moving around a lot more than usual
Moving, speaking, restless

S9 Thoughts that you would be better off dead or of hurt yourself Dead, hurt, suicide
The most similar ones are selected from the training samples
and labels are assigned to them. Then RNN progresses in finding
the optimized labels for the travel features by gradually taking
a set of difficult samples. During the clustering process, λ is
incrementally increased. The Algorithm 1 explains each step in
detail, where the corpus represents the patient author’s text with
emotional embedding and training embedding, and the loss is
calculated based on the gradient values (Algorithm 1, input). We
can control the frequency of the samples m (Algorithm 1, input).
First, we start with m samples and select the small batch with
the average embedding from (Algorithm 1, Lines 1 to 4). Then,
we compute the similarity to obtain the label of the corpse with
questionnaire (Algorithm 1, Line 5). Then we update the gradient
method (Algorithm 1, Line 6). In the designed model, we used
the argmax method to obtain the cluster classes for the final
prediction of the output deviation points for the test samples
(Algorithm 1, Lines 8 to 10).

3.3. Dataset

The dataset used is accessed through an online forum, website,
and social media site [7]. The Amazon Mechanical Turk7 method
s used to label the text. The other labeling is done using the

7 https://www.mturk.com/.
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Table 2
The statistical summary of the training and testing set.
Type Statistics

Corpus size (Number of posts collected) 15044
Number of sentences 133524
Average sentences per post 8.87
Average words per post 232
Training set size (Number of posts) 14944
Testing set size (Number of posts) 100

EANDC. The labeling indicates the degree of depression in nine
symptoms, i.e., 0 means not depressed, 1 is mildly depressed, 2 is
moderately depressed, and 3 is severely depressed [7]. However,
we convert to multi-label assignment, where the presence of each
symptom means 1 and the absence means 0. The data collected
are shown in Table 2.

3.4. Deep learning model

We used the feed-forward neural network as the basis for
the experiments. The EANDC embedding is used as the feature
extractor in all models, while the averaging method is used for
the sentence vectors. The hidden layer consists of a (30, 20, 10)
structure with a ReLU activation function [9]. We used the cross-
entropy based loss function. For evaluation, we used the true

https://www.mturk.com/
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Algorithm 1 Deep learning based clustering method.

Input: Corpus, m instances per batch; n, total instances; d, docu-
ments; C , set of instances in the batch; and T, set of training
samples.

Output: Cluster label ci.
1: for d ∈ corpus do
2: d← preprocessing(d);
3: for term t ∈ d do
4: synonyms← Extractsynonyms(t);
5: z ← Extracthyperonym,hyponym,antonyms(synonyms);
6: for w ∈ z do
7: terms← wordnet (synonym);

8: end for
9: vocabulary← terms;

10: end for
11: end for
12: Embed← attentionBiLSTM (vocabulary, corpus);
3: while K ≤ {1, 2, ,̇ n

m } do
14: Sample batch C from corpus;
15: Embed(C);
16: Select training samples from T ;
7: Calculate similarity using the Cosine similarity;

18: Update the gradient descent algorithm;

19: end while
20: while Ci ∈ corpus do
1: {ci} = argmaxh(lih);

22: end while
23: Return Cluster label ci.

Table 3
The mean ROC-AUC values of training and testing set.
Architectures Train Test

Baseline 0.76 0.73
Bidirectional LSTM 0.91 0.80
Bidirectional_LSTM_Attention 0.96 0.88

positive rate TPR = TP
TP+FN and the false positive rate FPR = FP

FP+TN
s performance measures. We used an RNN gated architecture
uitable for sequential tasks and employed it in the developed
odel. The memory method of bidirectional LSTM architecture
elps in learning the representation and labeling of classes. We
sed the element-wise averaging method in the hidden layer. The
rchitecture uses the two inputs specified for each token, which
re combined and concatenated for output. We added a dropout
atio of 0 : 5 to avoid an overfitting problem that helps in the gen-
rations. Also, we used the attention method to incorporate the
mportance of emotional words in the prediction [9]. The added
ayer helps in learning the class and vector representation. A more
xtensive network with diverse data can achieve generalization.
he cosine and casual learning method first selects the simple
xample in each group and removes the problematic example
rom each group. The model continues to train and converge to
he position of the important word by using vector similarity
ased on the questionnaire and input feature labeling. The ability
o fit the data distribution increases performance as the number
f labeled instances increases. In addition, the learning expands
ver time.
110
Table 4
Precision recall results.
Architectures Precision Recall

Baseline 0.82 0.80
LSTM 0.62 0.58
Bidirectional LSTM 0.89 0.88
Bidirectional_LSTM_Attention 0.90 0.89

Fig. 2. The feed-forward neural network baseline model.

Fig. 3. The performance of bi-directional LSTM model.

Fig. 4. The performance of bi-direction LSTM with attention.

4. Experimental result and analysis

We used the patient’s authorized text to extract the emotional
lexicon and then trained the attention network to create our em-
bedding. Next, we trained and labeled the input text based on the
PHQ-9 questionnaire using the embedding. For the vectorization
method of transfer learning, we used the 300-dimensional glove
vector. All nine symptoms represent different vectors as they
represent different embeddings. Cosine similarity is used to label
each instance. We evaluated the architectures, i.e., feed-forward
network, bidirectional LSTM, and attention-based bidirectional
LSTM. We evaluated the architecture based on the ROC curve and
precision–recall. Adam optimizer is used and hyper-tuning is per-
formed by keeping the learning rate static at 0.0005. Table 3 and
Table 4 show the performance of the architecture and attention
that performed best with the highest ROC test set. We ran the
model for longer epochs and used early stopping to gradually
recover the model. We also used the gradient pruning method
to avoid gradient problems [36].
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Fig. 5. An example patient-authored text and visualization of depression symptoms extracted by our approach.
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The performance of the baseline model is then shown in Fig. 2.
he model tends to overfit the values near the upper left corner
f the precision–recall curve. The feed-forward architecture of the
eural network goes through more epochs but does not find the
attern because it did not preserve the word sequence as rela-
ional features. The current data represents substantial emotional
nd positional importance that was not related by the simpler
etwork.
In the bidirectional model, high accuracy is achieved, as men-

ioned in Fig. 3. The model runs from past to future and then
ice versa. The two hidden states preserve the relational mean-
ng. Forward and backward passage is possible to achieve high
erformance with low false positives. The BiLSTM model assumes
ach hidden state based on the previous state. As a result, it has
chieved the importance of emotional embedding and performed
etter than the baseline model. However, the long-range depen-
encies affect the regularization of the model. Our model reduces
he stack size by increasing complex patterns or low similarity
alues. Therefore, the performance of the model is not optimal.
In Fig. 4, the normalized attention network performs bet-

er. Due to the selected weight and position of attention, the
ffective sentence segmentation has strong words. As a result,
he attention network captures the high-quality words related
o the symptoms. These results clearly show that the attention
odel performs better than the LSTM model, indicating that the
ttention model can effectively capture the temporal variations in
vent sequences. The training set has a lower error rate, and the
odel also performs better in the testing set. The high positive

ate and low false-negative rate indicate that the model learns
ocal and global attention. The prediction of local word position
elps to learn the importance and role of emotional segments in
ymptom classification. The performance of the model can also be
urther enhanced by expanding the vocabulary and grammatical
ermutations. Figs. 2, 3, and 4 represent three approaches. How-
ver, the attention network performed better than the baseline
111
model and the bidirectional model. The positional encoder helps
to achieve a ROC-AUC of about 0.88.

The attention method helps visualize the weighting and po-
ition of words. This helps psychiatrists to examine the trigger
or the emotional feeling and its relationship to each type of
ymptom. In Fig. 5, the model shows that the intense relationship
ymptoms for two and four are related to low energy and depres-
ion, i.e., S1 (feeling down or hopeless) and S4 (feeling tired or
ow energy). The highlight region can serve as a computerized
ethod for the intervention conducted over the Internet and
elps in the assessment of the notes by the psychiatrist.
We used the clustering method for clinical text analysis. A

eep neural network used large amounts of training data and
utomatically identifies features that distinguish between classes
sing a set of interconnected nodes called a neural network.
owever, models based on deep neural networks require large
mounts of training data and do not have the size required for
linical performance. In addition, models built with a single data
ource are prone to bias or ‘‘overfitting’’ and do not general-
ze well to new data, limiting their applicability in new clinical
ettings.

. Future work

In the future, we will use intense regulation and improve the
motional lexicon by linguistics and grammatical features. We
ill try to embed a character level classification with a visualiza-
ions method to tune neural architecture based on the embedding
ize. In [28], the authors used the Latent Dirichlet Allocation
odel to extract the topics. Then based on the extracted topics,
comprehensive understanding of the emotion is performed. In
nother work, Glove embedding is used for the detection of neg-
tive mental-health emotions like addiction, anxiety, depression,
nsomnia, stress, and obsessive cleaning disorder (OCD) [29]. The
ext long term dependency is investigated at the document level.
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. Conclusion

In this study, EANDC is the emotional text expansion method
o expand expressive words in text authorized by the patients.
e first expanded and trained the word embedding and then
sed the attention method to cluster the embedding based on
osine similarity. The model starts with simple patterns and the
ifficult patterns are introduced at each batch size. We visualized
he attention word to support and understand the symptom
lassification and provide better explainability. The bidirectional
STM with weighted word layers helps to identify the proba-
ility distribution of symptoms. The clustering method helps to
enerate a label and learn the representation. The output results
re used as adaptive intervention and generated by using the
ersonalized feedback from the patient.
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